FIS ClearEdge delivers a “Bank in a Box” approach to financial technology that gives financial institutions the core solutions they need to compete in the marketplace and create seamless, frictionless products for consumers. In addition to fintech solutions, ClearEdge brings ease, transparency, flexibility, simplicity and trust to core solution partnerships.

The ClearEdge Core Platform includes:

- **A Modern Core**
  - Banking System
  - Business Intelligence
  - Teller System
  - Financial Suite
  - Collections
  - Card Management
  - Voice Response

- **Payments Suite**
  - Debit Processing
  - Debit Fraud Protection
  - Debit ATM Services
  - Card Production
  - NYCE®
  - ACH

“The bundle is the ideal basic set of products for a bank.” – ClearEdge Pilot Client
• Digital Suite
  – Online Banking
  – Mobile Banking
  – Bill Pay
  – Website Services

• Image Solutions & Item Processing
  – Item Processing
  – Print and Mail
  – Electronic Delivery
  – Content Management
  – Payment Services Processing

• Decision Solutions, Regulatory & Other Services
  – Fraud Solutions
  – Identity Solutions
  – Regulatory Solutions

• FIS Code Connect
  – One-Stop Marketplace for All FIS APIs
  – API Management and Publication
  – Multiple Channel Integration
  – Accelerated Innovation
  – Increased Speed to Market
  – Secure Testing Environment

FIS ClearEdge is the game-changing path forward for financial institutions that brings trust to core solution partnerships.

ClearEdge is Easy, Transparent & Flexible

• Bundled Solutions
• Automatic Upgrades
• Fast Delivery
• Seamless Implementation
• Concise Contracts

• No Negotiations
• Simplified, Affordable Pricing
• Flexible Terms
• No Requirements, Penalties or Red Tape
• Expertise Across Full Scope of Solutions